It follows. therefore, that the sequence of reflection coefficients in ( I ) has a predictor polynomial with all of its roots on a circle of radius I p 1.
Chebyshev Nonuniform Sampling Cascaded with the Discrete Cosine Transform for Optimum Interpolation
transforms concentrate the signal energy in the "low generalized frequency" spectrum and have applications for data compression and feature extraction in pattern recognition. If we consider data compression ability as a criterion, one of the best orthogonal transforms having a fast algorithm available was proved to be the discrete cosine transform introduced by Ahmed et al. [ I ] . [ 2 ] .
Based on the classical theory of interpolation and quadrature formulas, we have built a model of discrete representation of signals, consisting of a cascade of Chebyshev nonuniform sampling (CNS) followed by the discrete cosine transform (DCT). It provides a method for fast computation of the coefficients of the optimum interpolation formula f o r a given signal { g ( t ) , t E L O , L ] , g E ~' ( 0 , L ) ) . 
CHEBYSHEV NONUNIFORM SAMPLING
where x, represent the roots of the Nth degree Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, i.e.,
( 2 )
Consider the matrix vDCT = ( $ , ) O I h I N -I ; 0 I j 5 N -1 characterizing the discrete cosine transform as
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Abstract-This correspondence presents a new method for discrete representation of signals { g ( t ) , I E [ O , L ]
, g e C*(O, L ) } consisting of a cascade having two stages: a) nonuniform sampling according to Chebyshev polynomial roots; and b) discrete cosine transform applied on the nonuniformly taken samples. We have proved that the considered signal samples and the coefficients of the corresponding Chehyshev polynomial finite series are essentially a discrete cosine transform pair. It provides a method for fast computation of the coefficients of the optimum interpolation formula (which minimizes the maximum instantaneous error). If the signal g ( t ) is band limited and has a finite energy, we deduce the condition of convergence for interpolation.
INTRODUCTION
The Shannon sampling theorem and its variants [ 2 ] , [8] , [I41 are well known as performing the reconstruction of a band-limited signal from the knowledge of its uniformly taken samples. There are also a few approaches to signal reconstruction from nonuniformly spaced samples [6] , [8] , [10] - [12] . The classical results of function interpolation theory in computational mathematics [4] , [7] show that the best choice of interpolation points to minimize the maximum modulus of the instantaneous error corresponds to the roots of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind.
Recently, considerable attention has been paid to the use of orthogonal transforms applied to the uniformly spaced samples. These 
In (3), h is the row index and; is the column index.
Denote by gN = ( g(t,)),"=o' the vector of nonuniformly spaced samples according to the Chebyshev sampling grid vector t N . Denote by CN = ( CO C, . . . C N _ , ) T the direct discrete cosine transformation (DDCT) of g,, defined as 
( 9 )
is assumed to be band limited to W , and having a finite energy 
( 1 3 )
The orthogonal and normalized Chebyshev polynomials given by (4) fulfill the condition ( 1 7 ) Ahmed et al. [ I ] , [2] , proved that the matrix ( P ,~ having its general element ( 1 9 ) and from (15) and (17) obtain relation (9). It is easy to prove that g,v ( f / ) = g ( t , ) and to observe that the finite series Chebyshev polynomial (9) is identical with the Lagrangian polynomial of degree N -1 corresponding to the optimum approximation characterized by the grid t,v given by ( I ) and (2), which minimizes the maximum absolute instantaneous error.
It is well known that 141
Taking into account the bound on g"'(r) given in [13], we ob-
where E is given by relation (10).
Using the notation (12) (where r = ( L / N ) / [ 1 / ( 2 W ) ] represents the ratio of the average sampling interval to the classical Shannon interval), we obtain relation (1 1).
According to Stirling's formula [3] Hence /are\"
In order that lim,,r+m eN = 0, it is sufficient to have r < ( 4 / a e ) = 0.468, i.e., the average sampling rate N I L to be approximately two times faster than the Shannon sampling rate.
NORMALIZED TRUNCATION ERROR BOUND EVALUATION FOR
BAND-LIMITED SIGNALS The normalized instantaneous truncation error bounds obtained for sampling reconstruction by our method as well as by Shannon interpolation are given in Table I and (t,,,) ,.Shann,,n = 0.106. The important advantage of our method over Shannon interpolation is obvious for the considered signal (which is not band limited). ( E,,,,,) ~.CNS.DCT = 0.538 .
B. Data Compression Performance Evaluation lation after compression is given by
If we retain only M = N / 2 = 4 DCT coefficients, the interpo- In order that interpolation converges, a sufficient theoretical condition is to have an average sampling rate approximately twotimes faster than that one required by the Shannon theorem. The advantage of our method over the Shannon interpolation is obvious from Table I (for r 5 0.468).
If we retain only the first M C,'s (DCT coefficients), where M < N, relation (9) remains valid, having M instead of N . Thus, we have an efficient formula for signal reconstruction in the case of data compression.
Within a future paper, we intend to present the extension of the proposed cascade CNS-DCT for two-dimensional signals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a real and scalar stationary zero-mean stochastic process y,, t E 2,. The estimation of the power spectral density of y,, In the first step errors of a statistical nature are induced on the terms ci. and the second step involves a nonunique choice among spectra which are consistent with the data. T o resolve the nonuniqueness in the second step. and to obtain a "canonical" spectrum, the maximum entropy principle is usually invoked. This requires a spectral estimate that is consistent with the available data and is maximally noncommittal with respect to the unavailable data (see Burg [4] and Jaynes [ 6 ] ) .
T o address the issue of the uncertainty associated with the first step, several different formulations have been proposed. For instance, in the work by Schott and McClellan [ 121, a covariance estimate contaminated by noise is being considered. In that work, the covariance matching constraint of the maximum entropy method is replaced by a weighted inequality, where the weight is based on knowledge of the corrupting noise. Lang and Marzetta [8], 191 use linear programming to provide an upper and lower bound of the power spectral estimate. The inverse Fourier transform relating the covariance at lag k , cA. to the spectral density function provides the constraints. The approach also provides bounds in the case of "fuzzy" covariance estimates.
In this correspondence, we consider a partial interval covariance sequence defined as follows:
, c,,) is postulated. 
--II where I " 27r --I CA = -5 e -k r s dU(8), k = 0, k l , f 2 , . . . , a n d f ( 0 ) = U ' ( e ) a.e. is the respective spectral density function. This is the maximum entropy extension of C, , and the respective extrema1 value of the entropy integral we denote by HME( C,,). In this paper we show that there exists a unique element C,, E e, maximizing HME( C,,) over all C, , E e,,. ( c " , c , , . . . , c,,) , c, = E [ y , y , + i ] , i = 0 , I , a . . , n is nonnegative. Conversely, C,, qualifies as a partial covariance sequence of a stationary zero-mean stochastic process if it is nonnegative. Without a loss of generality, we normalize the sequence C,, so that eo = 1 . Define 6,, : = { C,, : Tc,, 2 0 } . This set is bounded and convex in the Euclidian space R". A partial interval covariance sequence 0096-3518/90/1000-1815$01.00 0 1990 IEEE
